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Sugar coating got a sweet tooth
For something between fiction and a cool white lie
Just over my mental break down baby,
need a sugar buzz
yeah a real sugar high

All right
Big brother, rock star, Hell's kitchen
another ex-member of the ex-wives club
So you think you dance and lose your inhibitions?
Once you start with me, well you'll never get enough

Are you addicted to the real thing?
Unadulterated chocolate fudge
Sweet tooth, sugar buzz

Deal or No Deal, Wheel of Fortune, Jeopardy
Fake fur, trick candle, magic hat
Television, politicians, talking heads, indecision
So for the money that they don't be real
All the heartless

Not the G.M.P. but the G.M.H.
I'm gonna write a letter to the king of talk
Get over here baby, we'll need a little help
to show the world to put the happy glasses on

You got me waiting for your next hit
Three-hundred thousand dollar buzz
Sweet tooth, sugar buzz

Escapement,
Fib,
Misrepresentation,
______,
Complete distortion of the facts,
deceit,
deception,
____,
dishonesty,
disinformation,
Lying,___,
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Sham,
Fable,
Fabrication,
Falsehood,
False ___,
False ____,
False ____,
Fib, _______,
____,
___,
____,
Full of It

Denial, Betray, Bullshit
Con, Counterfeit, Defraud
Delude, Double Cross, Fake-out

Are you addicted to the real thing now?
Unadulterated chocolate fudge
High octane three-hundred billion dollar wars
All the sugar in the world, it ain't enough
I can't wait 'till you get your next fix.
I can't go without them very long at all
Cherry sweet talks, and honey-comb cash and checks
Short term, Fast burn
Sweet tooth, sugar buzz
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